Even more MGG expertise now available

"The only way to tell how much a book contains is by looking at its register; the latter proves the imperative of owning it and increases its value."
Alexander von Humboldt

Index to ensure best possible research results...

100,000 index keywords are now your key to the complete 17-volume MGG biographical encyclopedia. The index volume lists all pertinent names and terms from the MGG's 18,000 biographical articles. Thus you can now speedily access information on individuals who do not have an entry of their own in the encyclopedia.

With the advent of the index volume all biographical entries are as of now systematically linked. In this manner, users are given a tool with which to obtain all MGG information beyond alphabetical lemmatization, a feature indispensable for specific and comprehensive research.

The volume contains indexes on:

groups of people, including:
composers, choreographers, librettists, instructors, rulers, and patrons

topical articles, including:
genres, instruments, orchestras, ensembles, music festivals, stage play music festivals, publications
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Supplement for complete information...

At more than 1,000 new biographical and subject entries, the supplement augments the MGG’s vast topical range. Additions include above all articles on younger artists and on terms which have only in recent years begun to garner attention.

Extensive articles on genre history, an area previously omitted, have now also been added in response to widespread MGG user request.

The supplement volume is finally documenting the entire and most up-to-date information about music currently available.

The volume contains

biographical entries from all areas, including:
performers, such as Ivan Petrov and Anna Netrebko; contemporary composers, such as Jens Koneleit and Peer Raben; conductors, such as Jesus Lopez-Cobos; choreographers, such as Alvin Ailey and Susanne Linke; rock and pop musicians, such as Nina Hagen, Sting, and U2; jazz musicians, such as Nat King Cole and Tony Scott; musical instrument makers; authors writing about music

topical articles which have only recently become subject to musicological study, including:
gender studies, sound art, online music, New Simplicity, regional studies, Klezmer, song writers, postmodernism, convent music, heavy metal, world music

topical articles on genre history, including:
opera, consisting of 15 pages, bibliography included; revues; and Chinese theater, consisting of 10 pages
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